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The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) is designed to accommodate and support a variety 
of furnace modules throughout the operational lifetime of the facility. Since the SSFF will be 
operational for 30 years, and various furnace modules will be accommodated, the 
Experiment/Facility Requirements Document (E/FRD) is divided into two separate sections. 
Section 1 describes the integrated SSFF-to-SSF interface, which includes the SSFF Core 
subsystem requirements and the furnace module requirements based on the information obtained 
from the Furnace Developer's Section 2, and Section 2 describes the furnace module-to-SSFF 
interface. Multiple Section 2s may be required for each E/FRD, depending on how many furnace 
modules the SSFF will accommodate per mission, since a separate Section 2 will be written for 
each furnace module. Both sections will be replaced for each mission with the appropriate 
mission-peculiar furnace module interface requirements since the Core configuration is a function 
of the furnace module(s). 
This E/FRD reflects the Initial Configuration-1 (ICI), which is the initial integration of the 
SSFF Core and Furnace Module-1 into the SSF U. S. Laboratory Module-A. IC1 is planned for 
1997, based on the assumption that Utilization Flight 3 (UF-3) is the carrier. Furnace Module-1 is 
scheduled to be an upgrade of the present Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF), and Section 2 reflects 
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0	 1. 1. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES AND EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 
-1-1-. i SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The function of the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) is to support materials research 
into the crystal growth and solidification processes of electronic and photonic materials, metals and 
alloys, and glasses and ceramics. To support this broad base of research requirements, the SSFF 
will employ a variety of furnace modules operated, regulated, and supported by a core of common 
subsystems. Furnace modules may be reconfigured or specifically developed to provide unique 
solidification conditions for each set of experiments. The SSFF modular approach permits the 
addition of new or scaled-up furnace modules to support the evolution of the facility as new 
science requirements are identified. The SSFF Core is of modular design to permit augmentation 
for enhanced capabilities. 
The fully integrated configuration of the SSFF will consist of three racks with the capability 
of supporting up to two furnace modules per rack. The initial configuration of the SSFF will 
consist of two of the three racks and one furnace module. This Experiment/Facility Requirements 
Document (E/FRD) describes the integrated facility requirements for the Space Station Freedom 
(SSF) Integrated Configuration-1 (IC1) mission. The IC1 SSFF will consist of two racks: the 
is	 ^1 Core Rack, with the, centralized subsystem equipment, and the Experiment Rack- 1, with Furnace Module-i and the distributed subsystem equipment to support the furnace. 
The
 IC1 SSFF configuration is shown in Figure 1.1-1. It consists of two double rack 
replacement -structures, the centralized and distributed components to support furnace operations, 
and Furnace Module- 1. The SSFF support functions are provided by the following Core 
subsystems: 
• Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem (SSFF PCDS) 
• Data Management Subsystem (SSFF DMS) 
• Thermal Control Subsystem (SSFF TCS) 
• Gas Distribution Subsystem (SSFF GDS) 
Mechanical Structures Subsystem (SSFF MSS) 
1.1.2 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
There are 13 functional objectives (FOs) for the SSFF 'which are structured as one FO for 
payload checkout: one FO for Core activation; one FO for the distributed equipment activation; 
eight FOs for experiment sample operations, calibration/bakeout, and vent and purge cycles; one 
FO for furnace sample loading or shutdown; and one FO for SSFF shutdown. The actual FO 










0	 FO-0 Payload Checkout 
FO-1	 Core Activation 
FO-2 Distributed Equipment Activation 
FO-3 Furnace Module-i Sample Exchange 
FO-4 Furnace Module-1 Vent/Purge 
FO-5 Furnace Module-i Process Sample HgCdTe 
FO-6 Furnace Module-1 Process Sample HgZnTe 
FO-6A Furnace Module-i Process Sample Extended HgZnTé 
FO-7 Furnace Module-i Process Sample CdTe 
FO-8 Furnace Module-i Process Sample GaAs 
FO-9 Configure Furnace Module-i for Sample Loading or Shutdown 
FO-10 SSFF Shutdown 
FO-11 Furnace Module-i Process Calibration/Bakeout 
Table 1.1-1 shows a listing of the SSFF FOs along with the equipment associated with each 
step of each FO. Step duration, crew time requirements, and average power requirements for each 
step of each FO are defined in Table 1. 1-2, Functional Objective Requirements Sheets. 
.	 1.1.3 EOUIPPVIENTIDENIthICATION 
The SSFF will occupy two double rack locations in the U. S. Laboratory (USL) for IC 1. 
The Core Rack, modified [relative to the International Standard Payload Rack (ISPR)] to permit 
interconnections to the adjacent experiment rack, will provide mechanical/structural interface for the 
centralized SSFF subsystem components. Experiment Rack-1 will provide mechanical/structural 
interface for distributed SSFF subsystem equipment required to support the furnace operation, and 
Furnace Module-1. Figures 1.1-2 through 1.1-5 show the SSFF centralized and distributed 
equipment to the Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) level per subsystem. Figure 1.1-6 shows the 
Furnace Module-1 equipment. A block diagram of the SSFF is shown in Figure 1.1-7, which 
identifies and shows the interrelationship of each item of SSFF equipment and the interfaces with 
SSF and the furnace module. 
1. 1.4 OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOWS 
Preliminary functional flows are shown in Table 1.1-3 for each FO. Functional flows define 




TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 1 of 17)	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
FO-1 Step 1 CCU and CMCU Activation Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM1WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply  
Voltage	 Sensors _and _Current 
FO-1 Step 2 SSFF to Ground Link Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM,WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 
Voltage and Current Sensors 
FO-1 Step 3 Test CMCU Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 
Voltage and Current Sensors 
FO-1 Step 4 Configure and Test Core Control Unit 
TCS in Core Rack Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 











0	 TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 2 of 17) 
. 
S
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER 11TLE HEM 
FO-1 Step 5 Test CPC Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM,WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Core Power Conditioners 
FO-1 Step 6 GDS Test Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Latching Solonoid Valves 
Contamination Monitor 
FO-1 Step 7 Activate Camera and Videolink NOT USED IN IC1 
FO-1 Step 8 Core Readiness Check Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 





TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 3 of 17)
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE HEM 
FO-1 Step 8 Core Readiness Check Flow Meters 
(Cont.) Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
FO-2 Step 1 CCU Powers RPCM/DCMU Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
FO-2 Step 2 CCU Powers FCU Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
FO-2 Step 3 FCU Checkout Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 







TABLE i.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTWES (Sheet 4of 17) 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE iTEM 
FO-2 Step 3 FCU Checkout Voltage and Current Sensors 
(Cont.) Shutoff Valves 
Pump Package 
Flow Meters 
Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
FO-2 Step 4 FAU Powered Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-2 Step 5 FAU Checkout Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 




TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 5 of 17)	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER 1TFLE ITEM 
FO-2 Step 6 Configure and Test TCS in Core Control Unit 
Furnace Rack Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducer 
Video Processor Unit 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-2 Step 7 GDS Test Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Cdre Monitoring Unit 






TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 6 o 17) 
.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE iTEM 
FO-2 Step 8 Furnace-Specific Tests Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-3 Step 1 Command Manual Sample Exchange Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 




TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 7 of 17)	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
FO-3 Step 2 Vent/Fill Furnace Module-1 Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-3 Step 3 Equalize Furnace Module-i Pressure Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Manual Valve 
FO-3 Step 4 Prep Equipment Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply S 
1.1-10 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 8 of 17) 
. 
S
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE iTEM 
FO-3 Step 4 Prep Equipment Voltage and Current Sensors 
(Cont.) Shutoff Valves 
Pump Package 
Flow Meters 
Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-3 Step 5 Open SIP Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-3 Step 6 Insert Samples Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM,WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 




TABLE 1.1-1. SSFFFUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 9of 17)
	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE iTEM 
FO-3 Step 7 Close SIP Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-3 Step 8 Open Valves Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM1WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Manual Valves 
FO-3 Step 9 Command Manual Core Control Unit 
Sample Exchange Off Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMAVORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 









TABLE 1.1-1. SSFFFUNC1IONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 10 of 17) 
. 
S
FUNCTIONAL OBJECFIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE iTEM 
FO-3 Step 9 Command Manual Voltage and Current Sensors 
(Cont.) Sample Exchange Off Shutoff Valves 
Pump Package 
Flow Meters 
Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-3 Step 10 Perform Seal Check Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-4 Step 1 GN2 Purge Furnace Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM,WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 




TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 11 of 17)
	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECFIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER T11'LE iTEM 
FO-4 Step 2 Argon Backfill Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-4 Step 3 Command Sample Process Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-4 Step 4 TCS Configured Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




0	 TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 12 of 17) 
.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
FO-4 Step 3 TCS Configured Shutoff Valves 
(Cont.) Pump Package 
Flow Meters 
Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
FO-5 Vapor Crystal Growth of HgCdTe Allequipment listed below 
FO-6 Meitback and Regrowth of HgZnTe All equipment listed below 
FO-6a Meltback and Regrowth of HgZnTe Allequipment listed below 
FO-7 Growth of CdTe by Dir. Solidification All equipment listed below 
FO-8 Growth of GaAs by Dir. Solidification All equipment listed below 
Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 




TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 13 of 17)	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE HEM 
FO-9 Step 1 Verify Furnace in HOME Position Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Furnace Module-1 
FO-9 Step 2 Furnace-Specific Tests Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Video Processor Unit 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Furnace Module-i 
FO-9 Step 3 Furnace-Specific Tests Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 







0	 TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 14 of 17) 
.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE HEM 
FO-9 Step 3 Furnace-Specific Tests RPCM 
(Cont.) Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Furnace Module-1 
FO-10 Step 1 Distributed Equipment Shutdown Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
FO-10 Step 2 Verify Experiment Shutdown Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM,WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit
1.1-17 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 15 of 17)
	 40 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE HEM 
FO-10 Step 3 Shut Down GDS Subsystems Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM/WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
________________ Pressure Transducers 
FO-10 Step 4 DMS Nonessentials Shutdown Core Control Unit 
Core Monitor Control Unit 
RPCM 
Essentials Power Supply 
Voltage and Current Sensors 
Pump Package 
Flow Meters 
Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
FO-10 Step 5 TCS Shutdown Core Control Unit 
Core Monitor Control Unit 
Essentials Power Supply 
Voltage and Current Sensors 




0	 TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 16 of 17) 
. 
S
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
FO- 11 Step 1 Activate CalibmtioWBakeout Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROM,WORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Furnace Module-i 
FO- 11 Step 2 Initiate Calibration Process Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 




Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 
Furnace Actuator Unit 
Furnace Module-1 
FO-1 1 Step 3 Bakeout Process
	 - Core Control Unit 
Removable Hard Drive 
CDROMiWORM Drive 
High-Density Recorder 






TABLE 1.1-1. SSFF FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 17 of 17)	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE HEM 
FO-1 1 Step 3 Bakeout Process Essentials Power Supply 




Flow Control Valves 
Temperature Sensors 
Pressure Transducers 
Distributed Core Monitoring Unit 
Furnace Control Unit 






TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 1 of 19) 
.
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 0 
FO NAME:	 Payload Activation	 PREREQUISITE:_______________ 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN. 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  























DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Open TCS manual valves 
2	 Open GDS manual valves 
3	 Verify Station services activated at rad
1.1-21 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 2 of 19)
	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 1 
P0 NAME:	 Core Activation	 PREREQUISITE:F0-0 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 UIN.________ DES._______
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN._ MAX.
	 JOINT OPS WITH:  




PREFERRED 5:00 2:00 1:00 1	 4:00 3:00 7:00 
MINIMUM 







AVERAGE POWER REQUIRED (kW) 1.008 1.008 1.008 1.1479 1.4637 1.2926 
ONBOARD CORE APPLICATIONS 
COMPUTER 
SUPPORT EXPERIMENT APPLICATIONS 
DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate CCU and CMCU 
2	 5SF to ground initial link 
3	 Test CMCU 
4	 Configure and test TCS in Core 
5	 Test CPC 




0	 TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 3 of 19) 
S 
S
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 1 
FO NAME:	 Core Activation	 PREREQUIS1TE:FO-0 





	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 









R EA L.TIME/DUU P/STORE 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Activate camera and test videolink and high rate link (not used during MTC) 
8	 Core readiness check
1.1-23 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 4 of 19)
	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 2 
FO NAME:
	 Distributed EaulDment	 PRER EOUISITE:FO-1 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN._______ DES._______




OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 CCU activates RPCM 
2	 CCU activates FCU 
3	 FCU checkout 
4	 FAU activation 
5	 FAU checkout 





0	 TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUTREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 5 of 19) 
. 
.
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 2 
FO NAME:	 Distributed Eauiament	 PR ER EQUISITE:FO-1 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN._______ DES._______
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN. - MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Checkout GDS components 
8	 Furnace specific tests
1.1-25 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNC1ONAL OBJECTiVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 6 of 19) 	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 3 
FO NAME:	 Manual Sam ple Exchange	 PREREQUISITE:170-2 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 UIN.________ DES._______
	
SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED flMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS)  
REAL-TIME (RT) OR DUMP (D)  
DATA
COMMANDING 
PES (P), ISE (I), UPAC (M), POIC (PC)  
VIDEO 
STANDARD/NONSTANDARD NTSC  
REAL-TIME/DUMP/STORE 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Command"Manual Sample Exchange" on 
2	 Vent/fill furnace module 
3	 Equalize furnace module pressure 
4	 Prep equipment 
5	 Open SIP 
6	 Insert samples S 
1.1-26 
.	 320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 7 of 19) 
.
EXPERUENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 3 
FO NAME:	 Manual Sam ple Exchanae	 PREREQUISITE:FO-2 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN.________ DES._______	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED T1MEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN._ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  























DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MOPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Close SIP 
8	 Open valves 
9	 Command Manual Sample Exchange off 
10	 Perform seal check 
11	 Load list process
1.1-27 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 8 of 19) 	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: SDace Station Furnace Facilit y	 FO NUMBER:	 4 
FO NAME:	 Purge Furnace Module	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 




	 MIN._ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MOPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 GN2 purge furnace 
2	 Argon backfill 






0	 TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 9 of 19) 
. 
.
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 S 
FO NAME:	 Vapor Crystal Growth of HaCdTe	 PREREQUIS1TE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN._______ DES._______	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (11BPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
Activate furnace for processing 
2	 Activate and process heat cycle 
3	 Anneal sample 
4	 Initiate vapor crystal growth processing 
5	 Cool sample and extract 
6	 Cool and stow
1.1-29 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 10 of 19)
	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 6 
FO NAME:	 Meitback and Rearowth of HaZnT. 	 PREREQU1S1TE:170-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN._______ DES.
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED T1MEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  























DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace for processing 
2	 Process heat cycle 
3	 Initial soak 
4	 Translation to growth position 
5	 Final soak 
6	 Directional solidification . 
1.1-30 
32OREQ0007 
0	 TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 11 of 19) 
. 
.
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 6 
FO NAME:	 Meitback & Reorowth of HaZnTe 	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN._______ DES._______
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED T1MEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  























DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.	 STEP DESCRIPTION 




TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 12 of 19)
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 GA 
FO NAME:	 Meitback and Rearowth of HaZnTe (Extended)
	
PREREQUISITE: FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN._______ DES._______
	
SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN. - MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (P113PS) 
REAL-TIME (Ri) OR DUMP (D)  
DATA
COMMANDING 





SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace for processing 
2	 Process heat cycle 
3	 Initial soak 
4	 Translation to growth position 





TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 13 of 19) 
is
EXPERUENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 6A 
P0 NAME:	 Meitbpck and Recrowth of HaZnTe (Extended)
	
PREREQUISITE: FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 UIN._______ DES._______	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (P1BPS) 
R EAL-TIME (RT) OR DUMP (D)  
DATA
COMMANDING 






SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Cool sample 
8	 Internally stow sample
1.1-33 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 14 of 19)
	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 7 
FO NAME:	 Growth of CdT. by
 Directional Solidification	 PREREQU1S1TE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:
	 MIN.
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 AcIvate furnace module for processing 
2	 Process heat cycle 
3	 Soak 
4	 Process sample, directorial solidification 
5	 Cool sample to4000c 





TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 15 of 19) 
. 
.
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 8 
FO NAME:	 Growth of GaAs by Directional Solidification	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:
	 MIN.
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 UIN._ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MOPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace module processing 
2	 Preheat cycle 
3	 Process heat cycle 
4	 Soak 
5	 Translate furnace/process sample 
6	 Cool down to800°C
1.1-35 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 16 of 19)
	
0 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnce Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 8 
FO NAME:	 Growth of GaAs by
 Directional Solidification 	 PREREQUISITE:170-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN. 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN. _MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 









SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 





TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 17 of 19) 
.
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 9 
FO NAME:	 Confi gure Furnace for Shutdown/Sam ple Loading	 PREREQUISITE:_________________ 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN.________ DES._______ 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET): 	 MIN._ MAX.
	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (UBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Verify furnace is in home position 
2	 Furnace specific tests 
3	 CCU secures power from furnace module
1.1-37 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 18 of 19)	 0 
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facilit y	 FO NUMBER:	 10 
FO NAME:	 SSFF Shutdown	 PREREQUISITE: FO-9 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN._______ DES.
	
SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN. - MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  
STEP NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6 
MINIMUM  
STEP DURATION (MINS:SECS) MAXIMUM 
PREFERRED 3:00 3:00 5:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 
MINIMUM 







AVERAGE POWER REQUIRED (kW) 1.1479 1.1479 1.1479 0.5612 0.3102 0.00 
ONBOARD CORE APPLICATIONS 
COMPUTER 
SUPPORT EXPERIMENT APPLICATIONS 
DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MOPS)  
REAL-TIME (Ri) OR DUMP (D)  
COMMANDING 





SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Distributed Core Eq. shutdown 
2	 Verify experiment/furnace shutdown 
3	 GDS shutdown 
4	 OMS nonessential shutdown 
5	 TCS shutdown 
6	 CCU shutdown . 
1.1-38 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 19 of 19) 
. 
.
EXPERUENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 11 
FO NAME:	 Furnace Callbratlon/Bakeout 	 PREREQUISITE: P0-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN._______ DES._______	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED T1MEFRAUE (MET): 	 MIN._ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















EXPERIMENT APPLICATIONS - 
DOWNLINK DIGITAL (P1BPS) 
REAL-TIME (RT) OR DUMP (D)  
DATA
COMMANDING 






SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate calibration/bakecut 
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FIGURE 1.1-6. FURNACE MODULE-i EQUIPMENT PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION 	 0 
1.1-44
I I Furnace Power c 
I 
U______ I 
I	 ssentij Power Supp ly 1 
/. 
FOLDOUT FRAME 
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-0	 TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet I of 19) 
S 
FO:	 0	 FO TITLE:	 PAYLOAD ACTIVATION AND CHECKOUT 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEP  








I	 VERIFY SSF 
SERVICES AT RACK 
L 
I END OFFO-O 




0	 TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 2 of 19) 
.
FO:	 1	 FO TITLE:	 CORE ACTIVATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION - FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEP 1 
















:J_S NO	 CMCU> CRW OK? YES 
STEP  
I	 CONFIGURE & 






TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 3 of 19)	 0 
FO:	 i	 FO TITLE:	 CORE ACTIVATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
F-




















320REQ0007 0	 TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 4 of 19) 
r 
L 
FO:	 1	 FO TITLE:	 CORE ACTIVATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
I	 STEP7 
I ACTIVATE CAMERA I 






















TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 5 of 19)	
• 
FO:	 2	 FO TITLE:	 DISTRIBUTED EQUIPMENT ACTIVATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 


































•	 TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 6 of 19) 
. 
S
FO:	 2	 FO TITLE:	 DISTRIBUTED EQUIPMENT ACTIVATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
I	 STEP  
I	 CONFIGURE AND 
I	 VERIFY TCS IN 
I	 FURNACE FCU 
CRW
YES
I	 STEP  
I	 CHECKOUT OF GDS COMPONENTS 
I4%_ FCU 
MALTED NO	 GDS 
YES 
I	 STEP8 r 
I ACTIVATE FURNACE I I	 FURNACE SPECIFIC TESTSr "1SPECIFIC TESTS FCU	 ) 
MALTBD F !!KNAcE 
END OF FO-2 P I	 ROCEED TOFO-3
1.1-51 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 7 of 19)	 0 
FO:	 3	 FO TITLE:	 FURNACE SAMPLE EXCHANGE AND VERIFICATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 




I	 INMATE	 I 
VENT/FILL •'f	 t L	 CCU	 J VENT/FILL	 I H	 FURNACE CRW	 J 
STEP3 
























TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 8 of 19) 
. 
.
FO:	 3	 FO TITLE:	 FURNACE SAMPLE EXCHANGE AND VERIFICATION 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 























TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 9 of 19)	 0 
FO:	 4	 FO TITLE:	 FURNACE VENT/PURGE 
GNDIPESICRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 




I	 STEP  







STEP 3fl COMMAND	 L J	 CONFIGURE 














•	 TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 10 of 19) 
. 
.
FO:	 5	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaCdTe 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
t'	 STEP1	 I r	 STEP  
COMMAND	
-.
 ACTIVATE PROCESS 
FURNACE PROCESS HEAT CYCLE 
FCU	 J
I HEAT CYCLE I 
I	 I 
I GND/PES	 J
-	 STEP  







I VAPOR CG GROWTH 
FCU	 J 
STEP 5 
INITIATE	 I COOL DOWN 














TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 11 of 19)	
• 
FO:	 6	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 



























DIRECTIONAL (DIRECTIONAL I 
SOLIDIFICATION I SOLIDIFICATION) I 
FCU
I 









TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 12 of 19) 
. 
.
FO:	 6	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 






IEND OF FO-6 
I	 PROCEED 





TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 13 of 19)	 0 
FO:	 6-A	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTh-A 
GND/PESICRW CENTRAUZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
r	 STEP1 r	 " MP 
COMMAND ...	 ACTIVATE	 i... PROCESS I FURNACE PROCESS HE AT CYCLE 
FCU










STP4 1ACTIVATE TRANSLATE 




















0	 TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 14 of 19) 
. 
.
FO:	 6-A	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe-A 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRAUZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 















TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 15 of 19)
	
0 
FO:	 7	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE CdTe 
GND/PES/CRW	 CENTRALIZED SS
	 DISTRIBUTED SS	 FURNACE 
FUNCTION	 FUNCTIONS	 FUNCTIONS	 MODULE 
I	 STEP 	 "	 STEP 	 \ 
COMMAND	 ACTIVATE I 
FURNACE PROCESS 	 I	 HEAT CYCLE	 HEAT CYCLE 
GND/PES	 J	 FCU	 J 
STEP  
INITIATE	 I SOAK SOAK 
FCU 
STEP  
INMATE	 PROCESS	 I DIRECTIONAL	 (DIRECTIONAL I 
FCU	 J	
I 











FCU	 J _ 
V 
"END OF FO-7 
PRO I	 CEED	 I 









TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 16 of 19) 
.
FO:	 8	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE GaAs 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
r	 STEP2 r	 STEP1 
COMMAND
-	 I	 ACTIVATE	 L PROCESS I I FURNACE PROCESSJ CYCLEI PREHEATFCU	 U PREHEAT GNDIPES
STEP3 
ACTIVATE	 I ] kSHEAT CYCLE	 I— L CYCLEJ FCU E 
STEP  
INITIATE	 I 
SOAK	 I-L SOAK FCU	 J 
01	 STEP 5 
ACTIVATE 
TRANSLATION! FURNACE/ 








TOW STOWAGE SSA;MPLE 
FCU 




TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 17 of 19)	 40 
FO:	 9	 FO TITLE:	 CONFIGURE FOR FURNACE SHUTDOWN OR SAMPLE UNLOADING 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
I	 STEP  I	 CHECK FOR	 I O I	 FURNACE IN	 L.... FURNACE






SECURE POWER STEP 2
L11 _j 	 FURNACE TRANSLATE __[ -1 FROM FURNACE TO HOME 
MODULE SPECIFIC TEST LOJ CCU 
END OF FO-9 
PROCEED TO 






TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 18 of 19) .
. 
.
FO:	 10	 FO TITLE:	 COMPLETESSFFSHUTDOWN 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
MPI 
DISTRIBUTED EQ) ACTIVATE SSFF L SHUTDOWN DOWN 










I	 STEP  IDMS NONESSENTIAL I SHUTDOWN 
CCU
- i	









TABLE 1.1-3. SSFF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 19 of 19) 
FO:	 ii	 FO TITLE:	 FURNACE CAUBRA11ONIBAKEOUT 
GND/PES/CRW CENTRALIZED SS DISTRIBUTED SS FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS MODULE 
r	 STEP 	 ' STEP 
I	 ACTIVATE	 I 
CA LIBRATION/
INITIATE PROCESS 








PROCEED TO	 I 





5	 1. 2. STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL 
The Integrated Configuration-1 (IC1) Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) will be mounted 
in the U. S. Laboratory (USL) Module-A. The SSFF Core Rack will be mounted in a double rack 
location, and Experiment Rack-i will be mounted in an adjacent double rack location. 
Figure 1.2-1 shows the SSFF system interface with Space Station Freedom (SSF). The physical 
and functional interfaces defined herein between SSFF and the USL are as follows: 
• SSF-to-SSFF Mechanical Structures Subsystem (MSS) Physical Interfaces: 
- SSFF Core Rack to USL Module-A 
- SSFF Experiment Rack-i to USL Module-A 
- SSFF Interconnect Tray Assembly to USL Module-A 
• SSF-to-SSFF Core Rack Services Functional Interfaces: 
- SSF Electrical Power System (EPS) to SSFF Core Rack 
- SSF Data Management Subsystem (DMS) to SSFF Core Rack 
- SSF Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) to SSFF Core Rack 
- SSF Vacuum Exhaust System (YES) to SSFF Core Rack 
- SSF Liquid Nitrogen System (LNS) to SSFF Core Rack 
- SSF avionics air to SSFF Core Rack 
- SSF fire detection and suppression to SSFF Core Rack 
• SSF-to-SSFF Experiment Rack-i Services Functional Interfaces: 
- SSF avionics air to SSFF Experiment Rack-i 
- SSF fire detection and suppression to SSFF Experiment Rack-i 
• Crew Interface 
1.2.1 EQUIPMENT LIST AND MASS PROPERTIES 
Mass properties of the SSFF are shown in Table 1.2-1. Stowage items and their properties 
are shown in Table 1.2-2. 
1.2.2 INTERFACE DETAIL 
1.2.2.1 SSF-to-SSFF MSS Interface 
The SSFF MSS will interface with SSF by physical connections of the Core Rack, 
Experiment Rack- 1, and the MSS Interconnect Tray Assembly. The Core Rack and Experiment 
Rack-i are rack replacement structures modified from an International Standard Payload Rack 
(ISPR), and they attach to the USL at the ISPR pivot points and attach fitting locations. Figure 
1.2-2 shows the Core Rack interface with SSF, and Figure 1.2-3 shows the Experiment Rack-1 
interface with SSF. Figure 1.2-4 shows the Interconnect Tray Assembly, which provides support 
for the cabling and plumbing between the Core Rack and Experiment Rack-i. The Interconnect 
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FIGURE 1.2-4. SSFF INTERCONNECT TRAY ASSEMBLY 
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320REQ0007 
The SSFF will interface with SSF services in the standoff through an ISPR passthrough rack 
panel in the Core Rack. Figure 1.2-5 shows this Core Rack panel layout. SSFF subsystems 
receive the SSF services at the Core Rack, and then those services are routed out to Experiment 
Rack-1. All SSF services are provided at the Core Rack except avionics air and fire detection and 
suppression, which are provided at each rack location. Subsystem interfaces with SSF are 
described below. 
1.2.2.2.1 SSF EPS-to-SSFF Core Rack - The SSFF Power Conditioning and Distribution 
Subsystem (PCDS) will interface with the SSF EPS by connecting to two 6-kW, 120-Vdc power 
buses in the Core Rack. 
1.2.2.2.2 SSF DMS-to-SSFF Core Rack - The SSFF DMS will interface with the SSF 
DMS by connecting to the MJL-STD-1553 bus or the payload fiber distributed data interface 
(FDDI) at the Core Rack panel. The SSFF DMS will also require a high-rate data link (HRDL) 
interface at the Core Rack panel to accommodate transfer of high-rate data. 
1.2.2.2.3 SSF TCS-to-SSFF Core Rack - The SSFF TCS will interface with the SSF TCS 
by connecting to the moderate temperature cooling loop with hoses from a payload rack heat 
exchanger behind the Core Rack panel. 
1.2.2.2.4 SSF VES-to-SSFF Core Rack - The SSFF Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS) 
will interface with the SSF YES by connecting a vacuum line at the Core Rack panel. 
1.2.2.2.5 SSF LNS-to-SSFF Core Rack -The SSFF GDS will interface with the SSF 
LNS by connecting a nitrogen line at the Core Rack panel. 
1.2.2.3 SSF-to-SSFF Experiment Rack-i Interface 
The only services provided directly from SSF to Experiment Rack-1 are avionics air and fire 
detection and suppression. The SSF will interface with SSFF Experiment Rack-1 at the furnace 
interface panel as shown in Figure 1.2-6. An SSFF-provided hose assembly will connect between 
this panel and the standoff interface service connection. All other Experiment Rack-1 services will 
















































0	 1.2.2.4 Crew Interface 
A keyboard and display interface will be provided for crew interaction at the Core Rack. 
This system will have a standard QWERTY-type keyboard which can accept crew input commands 
for operation or configuration of the SSFF subsystems as required. Experiment sample exchanges 
will also require crew interface at Furnace Module-1, and opening and closing of manual valves 





•	 1.3. POINTING/STABILIZATION AND ALIGNMENT 
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) is required to provide for the alignment of the 
axis of selected solidification modules to within 50 of the residual g-vector. An acceleration of 
approximately 1.8 by 10 g0 is required to prevent a 100-p.m particle from moving 1 diameter in 
1000 sec. 
The allowable acceleration level requirements are as follows for a 1-cm diameter sample: 
1. g:5 1.0 x 106 g0	 for O :5f:50.020 for periods up to 90 days 
2. g:5 1.0 x 10-6 g0 x ( f '	 for f^: 0.020 along residual g-vector 
0.020 Hz 
3. g':g1.6x 107 gx( f ) 	 for f^t0.Ol2 along any axis perpendicular 
0.020 Hz	 to the residual g-vector 
where, 
g = Acceleration level within the experimental sample fluid (melt, solution, or vapor) 
and at the solidification/fluid interface. 
go = Acceleration at sea level on Earth. 
g' = Acceleration level perpendicular to direction of solidification front or desired fluid 
motion. 
f = Frequency of periodic accelerations in hertz. 
Furnace Module-i requires that there shall be 1-mm maximum lateral displacement between 
sample and furnace centerlines at any point along centerlines at any time during processing. This 
does not include any contribution from the sample's being not straight or out of round. It does 
include heater assembly and translation system contributions. 
.
1.3-1
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1.5. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem 
(PCDS) is composed of the equipment necessary to condition and distribute power provided by the 
Space Station Freedom (SSF) Electrical Power System (EPS) to SSFF subsystems. Figure 1.5-1 
shows the PCDS block diagram. The SSFF PCDS will interface with the SSF by connecting to 
two 6-kW, 120-Vdc power buses. Since 3- and 6-kW SSF payload racks use one bus as a 
primary feed and the other as an essential feed, 12-kW racks are required to maintain 1 M) of 
electrical isolation between the two buses at all times (SSF Electric Power Specifications and 
Standards, SSP 30482). No true essentials bus exists at this time, only the two main buses. This 
means that a 12-kW rack must tie the two buses together whenever backup essentials power will be 
required. The two SSFF power buses (Bus A and Bus B) will feed the PCDS via SSF-provided 
Remote Power Distribution Assemblies (RPDAs) or through an SSFF-designed assembly (similar 
in function). 
The bulk of the power to be distributed by the PCDS will be consumed by the Furnace 
Module-1 heaters with the remainder serving as housekeeping power to the SSFF subsystems. 
The Integrated Configuration-i (IC 1) configuration of the SSFF will require maximum peak power 
• from the SSF of 4.6 kW. The operational power profile defining the use of the S SF-provided 
power by the SSFF during each functional objective (FO) is shown in Figure 1.5-2. The power 
profile data given here represent power requirement estimates to cover any of the the SSFF-
accommodated Furnace Module-1 needs. The power levels defined in Figure 1.5-2 are considered 
maximums. Time duration for peak power requirements is 72 h. The average power required is 
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FIGURE 1.5-2. POWER PROFILES BY FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 6 of 6) 
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0	 1.6. THERMAL/FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
1. 6.1 HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Thermal Control System (TCS) water cooling 
loop will collect heat from Furnace Module-1 and the Core Rack electronics. The collected heat 
will then be transferred to the Space Station Freedom (SSF) TCS moderate temperature loop via 
the Core Rack heat exchanger. Figure 1.6-1 shows the TCS block diagram. On-orbit thermal 
requirements of the SSFF are shown in Table 1.6-1. 
The SSFF TCS water cooling loop collects heat from the furnace modules and subsystem 
electronics. The collected heat is then transferred to the SSF TCS via the Core Rack heat 
exchanger. Total maximum heat dissipation of the Integrated Configuration-i (IC 1) configuration 
of SSFF to the. SSF TCS is 4518 W. 
Avionics air will be required to cool some SSFF subsystem equipment in both racks. Total 
maximum heat dissipation to avionics air is 371 W in the Core Rack and 366 W in Experiment 
Rack- 1. 
1.6.2 FLUID/VENT REQUIREMENTS 
The Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS) provides the distribution of SSF-provided gases and 
vacuum to Furnace Module-1. It also provides contamination monitoring of waste gases and 
gaseous argon to Furnace Module-i. The GDS block diagram is shown in Figure 1.6-2. 
The IC1 configuration of the SSFF GDS will require 10.4 kg of S SF-provided dry nitrogen 
at the Core Rack per 90-day mission, supplied at 618 to 756 kPa (90 to 110 psia). This will be 
regulated down internally in the core to approximately 137 to 240 kPa (20 to 35 psia) for safe 
pressurization of the furnace enclosures. The GDS will also require the SSF-provided vacuum at 
the Core Rack, which furnishes the furnace modules access to the 1 x 10 3 torr vacuum line. 
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•	 1.7. DATA SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
This section describes the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Data Management System 
(DMS) and the data system requirements of the SSFF to Space Station Freedom (SSF). The SSFF 
DMS contains the electronics for control and monitoring of subsystems associated with SSFF Core 
and Furnace Module-1 operations, including the Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS), the Power 
Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem (PCDS), and the Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS). 
In addition to these subsystem tasks, the DMS also monitors and controls the unique functions of 
Furnace Module-1 including closed loop control of heater temperatures via thermocouple inputs 
(and other sensors), sensing and control of furnace translation (i.e., movement of the relative 
sample position to the hot/cold zones), and sensing and control of the Furnace Module-i actuators 
and effectors. The DMS provides a communications media for the facility, stores digitized 
experiment data, and provides an interface to the SSF DMS. The SSFF DMS, as shown in 
Figure 1.7-1, consists of the Core and distributed components. Subsections 1.7.1 through 1.7.5 
and Tables 1.7-1 through 1.7-5 define the DMS interface data and resource requirements of the 
SSFF. 
1.7.1 SIGNAL INTERFACE DEFINiTION 
.	 Table 1.7-1 defines the following data signals and control: 
• Onboard and uplink commands to the SSFF and SSFF Furnace Module-i 
• Routing of SSFF Core housekeeping data 
• Routing of Furnace Module-1 housekeeping data 
• Routing of Furnace Module-1 science data 
1.7.2 SIGNAL INTERFACE DEFINITION EXPANSION 
Table 1.7-2 is an expansion of the data from Table 1.7-1. 
1. 7.3 EVENT/EXCEPTION MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
Onboard event and exception monitoring requirements for SSFF and Furnace Module-i are 
defined in Table 1.7-3. 
1.7.4 PAYLOAD OPERATIONS INTEGRATION CENTER DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS 
The Payload Operations Integration Center (POIC) controls all payload operations and is 
equipped with consoles for data management, operations control, and mission planning. The data 
to provide this capability are shown in Table 1.7-4. 
1.7.5 POIC LIMIT SENSING/EXCEPTION MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
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0	 1.8. FLIGHT SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
This section of the Experiment/Facility Requirements Document (EIFRD) defines the Space 
Station Freedom (SSF) Data Management System (DMS) software functions required to support 
the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF). 
The SSFF Core Control Unit (CCU) software will interface to the SSF Payload Executive 
Software (PES) for DMS services and executive-level control. The SSFF Furnace Control Unit 
(FCU) and Furnace Actuator Unit (FAU) software provides networking, data processing, storage, 
and data acquisition and control for Furnace Module-1. The SSFF software external interface 
diagram is shown in Figure 1.8-1. The SSFF software component tree is shown in Figure 1.8-2. 
These components will reside in the DMS hardware. The following subsections define the 
required resources and data handling requirements. 
1. 8.1 COMMAND SUPPORT 
The SSF via the PES software will support the issuance of commands and SSFF activation 
given by the ground, onboard crew, or Tier 1. 
1. 8.2 HEALTH AND STATUS DATA 
.
	
	 The PES will acquire health and status data from the SSFF and distribute it to Tier 1 on board 
and to the Payload Operations Integration Center (POIC) on the ground. 
1. 8.3 ONBOARD STORAGE 
The SSF will provide storage for SSFF and/or Furnace Module-i program loads, operations, 
status, and science data. 
1. 8.4 DISPLAY 
The SSF multipurpose application console (MPAC) will provide backup support of the SSFF 
crew interface for onboard SSFF configuration and preparations for Furnace Module-i experiment 
operations. 
1. 8.5 PROGRAM LOADS AND MODIFICATIONS DOWNLOADING 
The SSF software shall support the downloading of SSFF program loads and modifications. 
1. 8.6 ANCILLARY DATA 
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0	 1.9. PHYSICAL INTEGRATION 
1.9.1 RACK INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT 
Physical integration during prelaunch consists of checkout and integration of Furnace 
Module-1, the individual Core Rack and Experiment Rack-1, and finally the SSFF as an integrated 
system. Interfaces are progressively verified as the buildup of the Space Station Furnace Facility 
(SSFF) is performed. Following shipment to Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the facility is 
visually checked for physical integrity, and a limited functional test is performed to ensure 
operability and Space Station Freedom (S SF) interface compatibility. The prelaunch activities flow 
is shown in Figure 1.9-1. Table 1.9-1 provides the integration facility requirements for each stage 
of integration. Table 1.9-2 describes the requirements and activities at each step of the integration 
process. 
1.9.1.1 Core Rack Checkout 
Tests, using the appropriate ground support equipment (GSE) including SSF and experiment 
rack interface simulators, will be performed to verify proper operations of the Core Rack. Testing 
will include operation of each SSFF subsystem and component to its operational limits, and an 
integrated SSFF exercising each of the interface functions, through the use of simulators, with the 
SSF and the experiment rack. 
1.9.1.2 Experiment Rack-i Checkout 
The pre-experiment rack checkout will consist of verifying the performance of the SSFF 
distributed subsystems in Experiment Rack-1 and its interfaces to the Core Rack and Furnace 
Module-1. 
1.9.1.3 Furnace Module-i Checkout 
Furnace Module-i tests will be used to verify the performance to operational limits with the 
exception that heater limits will only be to the extent that they prove operability. The Furnace 
Module-i interface to Experiment Rack-i will be verified through the functional performance tests 
and the physical connects of the experiment rack simulator. 
Following integration of Furnace Module-i into Experiment Rack- 1, the rack performance 
and interfaces will be verified using a Core Rack simulator and test set. Tests will be limited to 
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( ) Postmission Requirements 
Description of Planned Activities: 
Rack integration, Rack Functional Tests, SSFF Systems integrated Tests 
Total Floor Space Required Including Space for GSE: 	 2000 ft2 
Ceiling Height Required:	 j•Q• ft 
Overhead Crane Required: .X. Yes 	 No	 Hook Height .L ft 
Facility Power Required: X 120 V, 1 F, 60 Hz 




Other Facility Support: Gases
	 X GN2	 Liquids Single Phase 
GHe	 Precooled 
GAr Other	 !iQ. 
Environment:	 X Standard	 - Other 
Hazardous Operations:	 V e s	 X	 No 
Total Anticipated Use Time:
	
45	 Days 
Other Faculty Support Description: 
GSE Test sets including the following interface simulators: 
• Furnace Moduie-to-Experiment 
• Core Rack-to-Experiment Rack 
• Experiment Rack-to-Core Rack 
• SSF-to-Core Rack 




TABLE 1.9-2. SSFF INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS 	 0 
Description of Special Alignment, Calibration, Servicing, or Performance 
Verification and Estimated Time to Perform: 
* Vent & Purge test of Furnace Module-1 - 60 mm 
* Calibration of Analog Sensors - 90 mm 
Identification of Any Constraints on Experiment/Facility Operations 
During Tests: 
None Identified 





1.9.1.5 SSFFFadiitv Checkout 
Following checkout of the individual racks, an overall SSFF integrated systems test will be 
performed. Tests will be limited to verify Core Rack-to-Experiment Rack-1 interfaces and to SSF. 
1.9.2 KSC VERIFICATION 
Physical integration at KSC will be limited to receiving/inspection of the SSFF hardware 
complement and to reverification of the physical and functional interfaces with the SSF. 
1.9.3 POSTLANDING 
Postlanding activities consist of the following: (1) Removing the SSFF equipment and 
experiment samples from the returning Mini-Pressurized Logistics Module (MPLM); (2) returning 
the Furnace Module-i samples to the Payload Investigator, (3) removing the Furnace Module-i 
from Experiment Rack-i and returning it to the PED; and (4) refurbishing Experiment Rack-i. 






TABLE 1.9-3. SSFF POSTLAND1NG GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 
(	 ) Experiment/Facility Preinteg ration 
(	 ) Experiment/Facility Preparation 
( X ) Postmission Requirements 
Description of Planned Activities: 
Remove flight samples from stowage and return to Experimenter. 
Remove flight rack from MPLM. 
Remove furnace module from experiment rack and return to PED. 
Move experiment rack to the rack refurb area and refurbish experiment rack. 
Ship rack to the rack integration and checkout area. 
ITotai Floor Space Required Including Space for GSE: 	 2000 ft2 
Coiling Height Required: 	 J.Q.... ft 
Overhead Crane Required:
	 .... Yes - No	 Hook Height .1. ft 
Facility Power Required: 
	 120 V, 1 F, 60 Hz N/A 
208 V, 3 F, 60 Hz 
Other
[11 
lOther Facility Support: Gases N/A 
	 GN2	 Liquids	 N/A 
Environment: ..L Standard 
Hazardous Operations: - 






Other Facility Support Description: 
Module shipping container 
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0	 1.10. OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
Table 1.10-1 describes the physical and operational support required at the Ground Science 



































0	 1.11. TRAINING OBJECTIVES 
Table 1.11 -1  correlates the training requirements with the appropriate trainees and trainers, 
and identifies the source of the training requirements. Table 1.11-2 summarizes the requirements 
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0	 1.12. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION DATA REQUIREMENTS 
Tables 1.12-1 and 1.12-2 illustrate the environmental contamination data requirements for the 
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0	 TABLE 1.12-2. EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION SOURCES 
Does experiment/facility release (vent, purge) any material overboard on orbit? 
Yes 	 No  
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 





(solid, liquid, or gas) 




DATA REQUIREMENT (DR) - 10 
EXPERIMENT/FACILITY REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 
SPACE STATION FURNACE FACILITY 





The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Core is designed to accommodate and support a 
variety of furnace modules throughout the operational lifetime of the facility. Since the SSFF will 
be operational for 30 years, and various furnace modules will be accommodated, the 
Experiment/Facility Requirements Document (E/FRD) is divided into two separate sections. 
Section 1 describes the integrated SSFF-to-SSF interface, which includes the SSFF Core 
subsystem requirements and the furnace module requirements based on the information obtained 
from the Furnace Developer's Section 2, and Section 2 describes the furnace module-to-SSFF 
interface. Multiple Section 2s may be required for each E/FRD, depending on how many furnace 
modules the SSFF will accommodate per mission, since a separate Section 2 will be written for 
each furnace module. Both sections will be replaced for each mission with the appropriate 
mission-peculiar furnace module and interface requirements. 
This section describes the Furnace Module-1 requirements. Furnace Module-1 is 
scheduled to be an upgrade of the present Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF), and this section reflects 
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2. 1. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES AND EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 
2. 1.1 SYSTEM DES CRIVFION 
The function of Furnace Module-i is to grow crystals of semiconductor materials and metal 
and alloys using the directional solidification and vapor transport crystal growth techniques in a 
microgravity environment (at temperatures up to 1600 O( Directional solidification is achieved by 
melting the sample and solidifying the same while applying a thermal gradient along the 
longitudinal axis of the sample and translating the furnace or the sample. In the case of Furnace 
Module-1, the furnace is translated. 
The Furnace Module-1 system is shown in Figure 2.1-1. It consists of the following 
primary elements: the Sample Ampoule/Cartridge Assembly (SACA), the base ring, and the 
experiment apparatus container (EAC) in which the reconfigurable furnace module (RFM), the 
furnace translation mechanism (F1'M), the sample exchange mechanism (SEM), the sample 
insertion port (SIP) and the internal support structure (ISS) are housed. The ISS, in addition to 
providing the structural support for the RPM, the FTM, and attach hardware for the plumbing, 
provides an interface for the SEM which will have the capability to hold up to six sample 
ampoules. The bottom section of the EAC is attached to the base ring, which includes the 
•	 feedthroughs for power, data, fluid, and vent lines. 
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) water loop 
will provide cooling for the RFM outer shell, the FTS stepping motor, and the SEM ampoule 
holding head. 
The SSFF Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS) will supply argon and nitrogen to the EAC in 
order to provide an inert processing atmosphere for crystal growth. 
The SACA consists of a sealed ampoule in which the experiment sample material is 
contained. The SACA accommodates up to six sample thermocouples and has interfaces for 
sample ampoule/cartridge failure detection sensors. 
At least three levels of containment will be provided during sample processing: The SACA, 
negative AP inside the EAC during processing, and the EAC. 
At least two levels of containment will be provided during manual sample exchange: The 
SACA and the flexible glovebox container. 
Multiple purge/vent/backfill will be performed prior to manual sample exchange. In addition, 
a view port is provided on the EAC for visual inspection of the sample ampoules by a crew-


















EXPERIMENT ASSEMBLY (IFEA) 
FIGURE 2.1-1. FURNACE MODULE-i PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION	 0 
2.1-2
320REQ0007 
isvisual inspection for detecting any vapor deposition that may have resulted from the sample 
ampoule/cartridge failure. The design will be compatible with the SSFF. 
2.1.2 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
There are nine functional objectives (FOs) for Furnace Module-i which are structured as one 
FO for sample exchange, one FO for venting and purging, five FOs for sample processing, one 
FO for sample loading or shutdown, and one FO for calibration/bakeout. The actual FO 
numbering is as follows: 
FO-3 Furnace Module-i Sample Exchange 
FO-4 Furnace Module-i Vent/Purge 
FO-5 Furnace Module-i Process Sample HgCdTe 
FO-6 Furnace Module-1 Process Sample HgZnTe 
FO-6A Furnace Module-i Process Sample Extended HgZnTe 
FO-7 Furnace Module-1 Process Sample CdTe 
FO-8 Furnace Module-1 Process Sample GaAs 
FO-9 Configure Furnace Module-1 for Sample Loading or Shutdown 
FO-1 i Furnace Module-i Process Calibration/Bakeout 
Table 2.1-1 shows a listing of the Furnace Module-1 FOs along with the equipment 
associated with each step of each FO. Step duration, crew time requirements, and average power 
requirements for each step of each FO are defined in Table 2.1-2, Functional Objective 
Requirements Sheets. 
2.1.3 EQUIPMENT IDEN1mICATION 
Figure 2.1-2 identifies the Furnace Module-i components in a block diagram format. Figure 
2.1-3 identifies the Furnace Module-i to SSFF interfaces. 
2.1.4 OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOWS 
Preliminary functional flows are shown in Table 2.1-3 for each FO. Functional flows define 




TABLE 2.1-1. FURNACE MODULE-1 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 1 of 3)
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
FO-3 Manual Sample Exchange Crew Interaction Required 
Step 1 Command Manual Exchange DMS 
Step 2 Vent/Fill EAC GDS 
Step 3 Equalize EAC Pressure GDS, DMS 
Step 4 Prep Equipment 
Step 5 Open SIP EAC 
Step 6 Insert Samples EAC 
Step 7 Close Sip EAC 
Step 8 Open Valves 
Step 9 Command Man. Exchange Off DMS 
Step 10 Perform Seal Check DMS, GDS 
Step ii Load List process DMS 
FO-4 Purge EAC 
Step 1 GN2 Purge Furnace DMS, GDS 
Step 2 ArgonBackfihl DM5, GDS 
Step 3 Command Sample Process DMS 
Step 4 TCS Configured TCS 
FO-5 Vapor Crystal Growth of HgCdTe 
Step 1 Activate Furnace for Processing GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 2 Activate and Process Heat Cycle GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 3 Anneal Sample GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 4 Initiate Vapor Crystal Growth Processing GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 5 Cool Sample and Extract GDS, TCS, DMS 






TABLE 2.1-1. FURNACE MODULE-1 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 2 of 3) 
.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
FO-6 Meitback and Regrowth of HgZnTe 
Step 1 Activate Furnace for Processing GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 2 Process Heat Cycle GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 3 Initial Soak GDS, TCS,DMS 
Step 4 Translation to Growth Position GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 5 Final Soak GDS, TCS,DMS 
.Step 6 Directional Solidification GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 7 Cool Sample GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 8 Stow Sample GDS, TCS, DMS 
FO-6A Meitback and Regrowth of HgZnTe (extended) 
Step 1 Activate Furnace for Processing GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 2 Process Heat Cycle GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 3 Initial Soak GDS, TCS,DMS 
Step 4 Translation to Growth Position GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 5 Final Soak GDS, TCS,DMS 
Step 6 Directional Solidification GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 7 Cool Sample GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 8 Stow Sample GDS, TCS, DMS 
FO-7 Growth of CdTe by Dir. Solidification 
Step 1 Activate Furnace for Processing GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 2 Process Heat Cycle GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 3 Soak GDS, TCS,DMS 
Step 4 Process Sample, Directional Solidification GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 5 Cool Sample to 400 °C GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 6 Cool Sample to 200 °C and Stow Sample GDS, TCS, DMS
2.1-5 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 2.1-1. FURNACE MODULE-1 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Sheet 3 of 3) 	 0 
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
NUMBER TITLE ITEM 
F0-8 Growth of GaAs by Dir. Solidification 
Step 1 Activate Furnace Processing GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 2 Preheat Cycle GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 3 Process Heat Cycle GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 4 Soak GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 5 Translate Furnace/Process Sample GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 6 Cool Down to 800 °C GDS, TCS, DMS 
Step 7 Cool Down to 200 °C and Stow GDS, TCS, DMS 
FO-9 Configure Furnace for Shutdown/Sample Loading 
Step 1 Verify Furnace Is in Home Position DMS 
Step 2 Furnace Specific Tests DMS 
Step 3 Secure Power From Furnace Module DMS 
FO-11 Furnace Calibration/Bakeout 
Step 1 Activate Calibration/B akeout DMS 
Step 2 Initiate Calibration DMS 








TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet I of 13) 
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 3 
FO NAME:	 Manual Sam ple Exchan ge	 PREREQUISITE:FO-2 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN. 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  























DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 











SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Command Manual Sample Exchange on 
2	 Vent/fill furnace module 
3	 Equalize furnace module pressure 
4	 Prep equipment 




TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 2 of 13)
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 3 
FO NAME:	 Manual Sam ple Exchange	 PREREQUISITE:FO-2 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN.	 "DES . 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN._MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS)  
REALTIME (Ri) OR DUMP (D)  
DATA
COMMANDING 





SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Close SIP 
8	 Open valves 
9	 Command Manual Sample Exchange 'off 
10	 Perform seal check 








TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 3 of 13) 
EXPERMENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 4 
FO NAME:	 Puree Furnace Module	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN.________ DES._______
	
SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN._ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 GN2 purge furnace 
2	 Argon backfill 




TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 4 of 13)
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 5 
FO NAME:	 Vapor Crystal Growth of H pCdTe	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN._______ DES. 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN._ MAX.
	
OPS WITH:  






















DOWN LINK DIGITAL (MBPS)  
REAL11ME (Ri) OR DUMP (D)  
DATA
COMMANDING 
PES (P), ISE (I), MPAC (M), P0CC (PC)  
VIDEO 
STANDARD/NONSTANDARD NTSC  
REAL-TIME/DUMP/STORE 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace for processing 
2	 Activate and process heat cycle 
3	 Anneal sample 
4	 Initiate vapor crystal growth processing 
5	 Cool sample and extract 








TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 5 of 13) 
EXPERMENT NAME: Saace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 6 
FO NAME:	 Meltback and Rearowth of HpZnTe	 PREREQU1SUTE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:	 MIN. 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN. _ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  
























REALTiME (RT) OR DUMP (0)  
DATA
COMMANDING 





SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace for processing 
2	 Process heat cyàle 
3	 Initial soak 
4	 Translation to growth position 




TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 6 of 13)
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 6 
FO NAME:	 Meitback & Rearowth of HpZnTe	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 UIN._______ DES.______	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN._ MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MOPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.	 STEP DESCRIPTION 






TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 7 of 13) 
EXPERUENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 OA 
FO NAME:	 Meitback and Rearowth of HaZnTe (Extended)
	 PREREQUISITE: FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN.________DES._______	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 UIN._ MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (LISPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
•	 I	 Activate furnace for processing 
2	 Process heat cycle 
3	 Initial soak 
4	 Translation to growth position 





TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 8 of 13)
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Faculty	 FO NUMBER:	 6A 
FO NAME:	 Meitback and Rearowth of HpZnTe (Extended)	 PREREQUISITE: FO-3 





	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (11BPS) 









SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Cool sample 







TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 9 of 13) 
EXPERUENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 7 
FO NAME:	 Growth of CdTe by Directional Solidification	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 M1N.________ DES.




OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace module for processing 
2	 Process heat cycle 
3	 Soak 
4	 Process sample, directional solidification 
5	 Cool sample to400°C 
6	 Cool sample to 200 °C and internally stow sample
2.1-15 
320REQ0007 
TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 10 of 13)
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 8 
FO NAME:	 Growth of GaAs by
 directional Solidification 	 PREREQU1SITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN.
	
SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN._ MAX.
	
OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MOPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO,	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate furnace module processing 
2	 Preheat cycle 
3	 Process heat cycle 
4	 Soak 
5	 Translate furnace/process sample 






TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 11 of 13) 
EXPERMENT NAME: Space Station Furnce Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 8 
FO NAME:	 Growth of GaAs by Directional Solidification 	 PREREQUISITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN. 	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):	 MIN._MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.
	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
7	 Cool down to 200 °C and internally stow
2.1-17 
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TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 12 of 13)
EXPERUENT NAME: Space Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 9 
FO NAME:	 Configure Furnace for Shutdown/Sam ple loadin g	 PREREQUISITE:________________ 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES:
	 MIN.
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN.	 MAX.
	 OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (MBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Verify furnace is in home position 
2	 Furnace specific tests 









TABLE 2.1-2. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS SHEET (Sheet 13 of 13) 
EXPERUENT NAME: S pace Station Furnace Facility	 FO NUMBER:	 11 
FO NAME:	 Furnace Calibratlon/Bakeout	 PREREQU1SITE:FO-3 
NO. OF PERFORMANCES: 	 MIN.
	 SEQUENCE:  
REQUIRED TIMEFRAME (MET):
	 MIN. - MAX. 	 JOINT OPS WITH:  






















DOWNLINK DIGITAL (UBPS) 










SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR CONSTRAINTS 
STEP NO.	 STEP DESCRIPTION 
1	 Activate calibration/bakeout 
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TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-1 OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 1 of 12) 
A	 0 







































0	 TABLE 2.14. FURNACE MODULE-1 OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 2 of 12) 
. 
.
F.O.:	 3	 F.O. TITLE:	 FURNACE SAMPLE EXCHANGE AND VERIFICATION 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEP8 



















TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 3 of 12) 	 0 
FO:	 4	 FO TITLE:	 FURNACE VENT/PURGE 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEP 1 
ACTIVATE GDS	[ 2 PURGE ]
.IIIPPj	 GN2 PURGE 
DMS 
EP 2	 III ARGON 
GDS ARGON BACKFILL BACKFILL 
DMS 
STEP 3 



















0	 TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 4 of 12) 
.
FO:	 5	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaCdTe 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
r,	 STEP 1 
COMMAND FURNACE PROCESS] 
DMS 
r	 STEP  
I
	
ACTIVATE HEAT CYCLE] -01	 PROCESS 
DMS HEAT CYCLE 
STEP 3 1 





INITIATE VAPOR CRYSTAL GROWTH] PROCESS 
VAPOR CG 
DMS I 
STEP 5 I COOL DOWN I 
INITIATE COOLDO AND EXTRACT—01	 I 
SAMPLE 
DMS 
STEP 6 ;jIIIII STOW SAMPLEACTIVATE STOW
] DMS 
END OF FO-5 
PROCEED 




TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 5 of 12)	 0 
FO:	 6	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEP 1 
COMMAND FURNACE PROCESS] 
r DMS 
---T-
STEP 2 I	 PROCESS 











STEP 4 TRANSLATE I ACTIVATE TRANSLATION TO GROWTH I 
DMS POSITION 






INITIATE DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION 
[
(DIRECTIONAL 
DMS I SOLIDIFICATION) I 









0	 TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 6 of 12) 
. 
S
FO:	 6	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 







END OF FO-6 
I	 PROCEED 




TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 7 of 12) 	 0 
F.O.: 	 6-A	 F.O. TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe-A 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEM 
COMMAND FURNACE PROCESS] 
[
DMS 















ACTIVATE FINAL SOAK iw	 SOAK 
STEM F 











TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-1 OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 8 of 12) L
.
FO:	 6-A	 FO TITLE:	 SAMPLE HaZnTe-A 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 












TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCI10NAL FLOW (Sheet 9 of 12)
F.O.:	 7	 F.O. TITLE:	 SAMPLE CdTe 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEM 
OMMAND FURNACE PROCES 
DMS 
r	 STEP2 
I	 ACTIVATE PROCESS 
. 
I	 HEAT CYCLE HEAT CYCLE 
DMS 
STEP3	 - 




INITIATE	 I PROCESS 










I	 ACTIVATE	 I _____________ 
I
____ SAMPLE  STOWAGE 
DMS	 J _ 
PROCEE 





$) i IIii!i!11 
0 • TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 10 of 12) 
. 
.
F.O.: 8 	 F.O. TITLE:	 SAMPLE GaAs 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
SSTEM
COMMAND FURNACE PROCESS 
[
DMS 
STEP2 I	 PROCESS 




STEP3 PROCESS ACTIVATE HEAT CYCLE
	 ] LDMS
11TCYCLE] 
ST E P4 
INITIATE SOAK	 — 
DMS




















TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 11 of 12) 	 0 
FO:	 9	 FO TITLE:	 CONFIGURE FOR FURNACE SHUTDOWN OR SAMPLE UNLOADING 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STEP I	 CHECK FOR	 I NO I	 FURNACE IN FURNACE 















END OFFO-9 I	 PROCEED TO	 I I SSFF SHUTDOWN I 




0	 TABLE 2.1-3. FURNACE MODULE-i OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL FLOW (Sheet 12 of 12) 
. 
.
F.O.:	 ii	 F.O. TITLE:	 FURNACE CALIBRATION/BAKEOUT 
CREW SSFF FURNACE 
FUNCTION FUNCTIONS MODULE 
STE M






















•	 2.2. STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL 
Furnace Module-1 will be mounted in the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Experiment 
Rack-1. The physical and functional interfaces defined herein between Furnace Module-1 and 
SSFF, and Furnace Module-i and Space Station Freedom (SSF) are as follows: 
• Furnace Module-i to SSFF Experiment Rack-i 
• Furnace Module-i cooling jacket to SSFF Thermal Control System (TCS) 
• Furnace Module-i electrical connection to SSFF Power Conditioning and Distribution 
System (PCDS) 
• Furnace Module-i to SSFF-supplied argon and nitrogen 
• Furnace Module- Ito SSFF-supplied vacuum vent 
• Furnace Module-i Data Management System (DMS) connections to SSFF DMS 
• Furnace Module-i software to SSFF software 
Furnace Module-i to crew interface 
2.2.1 EOUIPMENT LIST AND MASS PROPERTIES 
Mass properties of Furnace Module-1 are shown in Table 2.2-1. Stowage items and their 
•	 properties are shown in Table 2.2-2. 
2.2.2 IITERFACE DETAIL 
2.2.2.1 Furnace Module-i to SSFF Experiment Rack-i 
The Furnace Module-i will interface with the experiment rack by way of the experiment 
apparatus container (EAC) base ring. The EAC connector locations for the TCS, PCDS, argon, 
nitrogen, vacuum vent, and DMS are identified in Figure 2.2-1. Further information on each of 
these interfaces is available in this section of this document. 
All services will be provided to Furnace Module-1 by the Core Rack, except avionics air and 
fire detection and suppression, which will be provided at Experiment Rack-i via the SSFF furnace 
interface panel. Other furnace-unique services which might be required will be the responsibility 
of the Furnace Developer and will be located in Experiment Rack-i. 
2.2.2.2 Furnace Module-i Cooling Jacket-to-SSFF TCS 
Furnace Module-i will interface with the SSFF TCS via quick disconnects located at the 
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FIGURE 2.2-1. FURNACE MODULE-i EAC CONNECTOR LOCATIONS	 0 
2.2-4
320REQ0007 
2.2.2.3 Furnace Module-i Electrical Connection-to-SSFF PCDS 
The furnace module will interface with the SSFF PCDS via the furnace junction box located 
within Experiment Rack-i to the Furnace Module-i base ring connection. 
2.2.2.4 Furnace Module- Ito SSFF-SuDplied Argon and Nitrogen 
Furnace Module-1 will interface with the SSFF Core Rack-supplied argon and nitrogen 
through a connection at the Furnace Module-1 base ring. 
2.2.2.5 Furnace Module-i to SSFF-Supplied Vacuum Vent 
Furnace Module-1 will interface with the SSF-supplied vacuum vent through a connection at 
the Furnace Module-i base ring. 
2.2.2.6 Furnace Module-i DMS Connections-to-SSFF DMS 
The furnace module will interface with the SSFF DMS via the Furnace Data Acquisition and 
Control System (FDACS) located within Experiment Rack-i. 
2.2.2.7 Furnace Module-i Software-to-SSFF Software 
The Furnace Module-i software will require an interface with the SSFF software to support 
operation of the furnace module. This interface will include (i) downloading software and data to 
the Furnace Module-i software; (2) collecting and processing (if necessary) data received from the 
Furnace Module-1 software; (3) responding to requests for SSFF resources such as power, gas, 
cooling, etc.; (4) retrieving stored data to be output to Furnace Module-1 for analysis; (5) network 
management of the local area network (LAN) connected to the Furnace Module-i processor; (6) 
fault, detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR) services; and (6) operating system services. 
Furnace Module-1 will also require interface from the SSFF software to the furnace heating 
system, the furnace translation system (if present), the furnace cavity pressure system, and the 
furnace current pulsing system. 
There are two ways the crew may interface with Furnace Module I. The first way is through 
the top end of the EAC where the crew interfaces with the integrated furnace enclosure apparatus 
(IFEA) via the sample insertion port during manual sample exchange. 
The second way the crew may interface with Furnace Module-i is through the crew interface 
to the SSFF DMS (display and keyboard). Through the display and keyboard, a crewmember can 
direct the furnace to perform any number of operations including changing temperature profiles or 




•	 .2.3. POINTING/STABILIZATION AND ALIGNMENT 
Furnace Module-1 requires specific alignment of the center line of the sample during 
processing. This requirement is that the residual dc acceleration vector (i.e., dc component of the 
acceleration vector at the sample due to all factors such as drag, orbital mechanics, etc.) should be 
aligned with the center line of the sample precisely enough that the component of the acceleration 
perpendicular to the center line is less than 10 7g. The direction of the vector may be required to 
be from hot zone to cold zone of the furnace or the opposite direction. The required direction will 





•	 2.4. ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 
Furnace Module-1 requires specific Orbiter attitudes during processing in order to satisfy the 
requirement for orienting the reconfiguring furnace module (RFM) axis in relation to the residual 






S 2.5. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 
All power conditioning will be accomplished by Space Station Furnace Facffit' (SSFF) prior 
to any distribution to Furnace Module-i. Furnace Module-i heaters will interface with the Power 
Conditioning and Distribution System (PCDS) at the furnace junction boxes. The operational 
power profile defining the use of the SSFF-provided power to Furnace Module-1 during each 
functional objective (FO) is shown in Figure 2.5-1. The power profile data shown in these figures 
represent power requirement estimates to cover any of the the SSFF-accommodated furnace needs. 
Only FO-5 through FO-8 power profiles are shown since no power is associated with the furnace 
in FO-3, FO-4, FO-9, or FO- i 1. The power levels defined in Figure 2.5-1 are considered 
maximums. Time duration for peak power requirements is 72 h. The maximum peak power 
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FIGURE 2.5-1. POWER PROFILES BY FO (Sheet 3 of 3) 	 • 
2.5-4
WI)1 (.41 v 
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2.6. THERMAL/FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
Furnace Module-1 utilizes the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) water cooling loop for 
experiment cooling and will not require avionics air cooling. Thermal requirements for Furnace 
Module-i are shown in Table 2.6-1. Maximum water-cooled heat dissipation from Experiment 
Rack-1 is 1500 W for Furnace Module-1. Required inlet temperature of the cooling water for 
Furnace Module-i is 39.9 °C. 
2.6.2 FLUID/VENT REQUIREMENTS 
Furnace Module-1 requires an argon processing atmosphere. Argon required by Furnace 
Module-1 for the Integrated Configuration-1 (IC1) mission is 7.5 kg. The supplied argon is 
required to be research grade having the following contaminant levels: 
99.9995 % pure 
CO2 <0.5 ppm 
C0< 1.0 ppm 
H2< 1.0 ppm 
CH4 <0.5 ppm
N2 <3.0 ppm 
N20 < 0.1 ppm 
02< 1.0 ppm 
THC <0.5 ppm 
H20 < 0.5 ppm 
mt =-i12°F 
During nominal operating conditions, the vent products for Furnace Module-i will be argon 
and nitrogen. Vent products during off-nominal conditions are TBD. Gas and vacuum 
requirements for Furnace Module-i are shown in Table 2.6-2. 
Furnace Module-1 has two paths to the SSF Vacuum System. The use of these paths is 
defined as follows: 
• Path One - Active Pressure Control 
- Path one is used for Gas Distribution System (GDS)-controlled, or nominal venting. 
- Path one requires access to the Space Station Freedom (S SF) Vacuum System during 
the sample processing phases of Furnace Module-i operations. 
- Venting episodes using path one will be SSF timelined activities. Typical vents will 
occur every 15 min to 1 h. 
• Path Two - Emergency Pressure Relief 
- Path two provides for emergency relief of experiment apparatus container (EAC) 
overpressure through redundant pressure relief valves. 
- Path two must have access to the SSF Vacuum System during all on-orbit phases 
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0	 2.7. DATA SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Furnace Module-i will require the use of the Furnace Data Acquisition and Control System 
(FDACS) consisting of a Furnace Control Unit (FCU) and a Furnace Actuator Unit (FAU), which 
will monitor and collect data from Furnace Module-i and provide control stimulus as needed for 
the positioning of samples. The requirements from the Furnace Module-1 to the SSFF Core are 
defined in subsections 2.7.1 through 2.7.5 and in Tables 2.7-1 through 2.7-5.. 
2.7.1 SIGNAL INTERFACE DEFINITION 
Table 2.7-1 defines the following data signals and control to perform the following data 
handling and operations functions: 
Furnace Module-i activation and control 
Acquisition, formatting, and routing of Furnace Module-1 housekeeping data 
Acquisition, formatting, and routing of Furnace Module-i science data 
2.7.2 SIGNAL INTERFACE DEFINITION EXPANSION 
Table 2.7-2 is an expansion of the input and output data streams identified in Table 2.7-1. 
S 2.7.3 EVENT/EXCEPTION MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
Onboard event and exception monitoring requirements for data transmitted to the SSFF are 
defined in Table 2.7-3. 
2.7.4 PAYLOAD OPERATIONS INTEGRATION CENTER DISPLAY 
REQUIREMENTS 
The Payload Operations Integration Center (POIC) controls all payload operations and is 
equipped with consoles for data management, operations control, and mission planning. The data 
to provide this capability are shown in Table 2.7-4. 
2.7.5 POIC LIMIT SENSING/EXCEPTION MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
Limit sensing and exception monitoring are provided to the POIC via downlink and are 
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2.8. FLIGHT SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
This section of the Experiment/Facility Requirements Document (E/FRD) defines the Space 
Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Data Management System (DMS) software functions required to 
support the Furnace Module-1. Furnace Module-1 will require the SSFF Furnace Control Unit 
(FCU) and Furnace Actuator Unit (FAU) software to provide networking, data processing, storage 
and data acquisition and control for Furnace Module-1. The following subsections define the 
required resources and data handling requirements of Furnace Module-i. 
The SSFF software will support the issuance of commands by the Furnace Module-1 
application software or commands issued by Tier 1 or the SSFF Core Control Unit (CCU). 
2.8.2 DATA ACOUTS1TION 
The SSFF software will support the acquisition of the Furnace Module-1 data defined in 
Section 2.7 of this EIFRD. 
2.8.3 DATA PROCESSING 
•
	
	 The SSFF software shall support limited processing of Furnace Module-1 data defined in 
Section 2.7 of this E/FRD. 
2.8.4 DATA ROUT1NG/FORMATING 
The SSFF software shall support formatting and routing of Furnace Module-i data, defined 
in Section 2.7 of this E/FRD, to the SSFF CCU. 
2.8.5 DOWNLOADING APPLICATION SOFTWARE AND DATA 
The SSFF software shall support downloading of Furnace Module-i application software 
and data.
Im'1_!7yv. 
The SSFF software shall support the retrieval and downloading of ancillary data to the 
Furnace Module-i application software. 
2.8.7 FDJR SUPPORT 





2.8.8 OPERATING SYSTEM SERVICES	 0 
The SSFF software shall provide operating system services for the Furnace Module-1 
application software. 
The SSFF shall acquire health and status data from the Furnace Module-1 application 
software for SSFF storage or transfer to the SSF.
. 
2.8-2
•	 2.9. PHYSICAL INTEGRATION 
This section describes the Furnace Module-i integration/deintegration requirements and flow. 
Figure 2.9-1 illustrates the Furnace Module-1 physical integration activity flow from the beginning 
of prelaunch site activities, through deintegration after return from space. 
Table 2.9-1 provides the integration facility requirements for each stage of integration. Table 
















































































































































TABLE 2.9-1. FURNACE MODULE-1 GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
(Sheet 1 of 2) 
( '1) Experiment/Facility Preintegration 
( ) Experiment/Facility Preparation 
( ) Postmission Requirements 
'Description of Planned Activities: 
Functional tests, sample loading, and closeout will be performed after the EAC is mounted on 
the rotation fixture. 
Total Floor Space Required including Space for GSE:
	 2000 ft2 
Ceiling Height Required:
	 10 ft 
Overhead Crane Required: ...j_. Yes 	 No	 Hook Height 8 
Facility Power Required:
	 ...j... 120 V, 1 F, 60 Hz 
_.._ 208 V 1
 3 F, 60 Hz 
.
	
.j... Other 220 V, Single Phase, 60 Hz 
Other Facility Support: Gases 




Environment:	 .j... Standard 	 Other 
Hazardous Operations: ______ Yes	 'I	 No 
Total Anticipated Use Time:
	 21	 Days 
Other Faculty Support Description: 




TABLE 2.9-1. FURNACE MODULE-1 GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 
(Sheet 2 of 2) 
1) Experiment/Facility Preintegratlon 
Experiment/Facility Preparation 
Postmlsslon Requirements 
Description of Planned Activities: 
Functional tests, sample loading, and closeout will be performed after the EAC is mounted on 
the rotation fixture. 
Total Floor Space Required including Space for GSE:
	 2000 ft  
Ceiling Height Reciuired:	 10 ft 
Overhead Crane Required:
	 ....L Yes _No	 Hook Height 8 
Facility Power Required
	 --J-1 20 V 1
 1 F, 60 Hz 
_208 V, 3 F, 60 Hz 
_Other 220 V, Single Phase, 60 Hz 
Other Facility Support: Gases 
	 GN2	 Liquids	 Water 
GHe  
Other  
Environment	 I Standard 	 Other 
Hazardous Operations: ______ Yes
	 I	 No 
Total Anticipated Use Time:
	 3	 Days 
Other Facility Support Description: 







TABLE 2.9-2. FURNACE MODULE-i INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS 
Description of Special Alignment, Calibration, Servicing, or Performance 
Verification and Estimated Time to Perform: 
TBD 
Identification of Any Constraints on Experiment/Facility Operations 
During Tests: 
TBD 






is	 2.10. OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
Table 2.10-1 describes the physical and operational support required at the Ground Science 
Operations Control Center, during flight of the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF). 
Specifically, this facility has been designated as the Payload Operations and Integration Center 












Access for three 
Video 






REMOTE SITE INTERFACE 
Location 






is	 2. 11. TRAINING OBJECTIVES 
Presently, the training objectives are TO BE SUPPLIED. The following is a detailed generic 
explanation of the Integrated Requirements on Payloads (IROP) requirements. 
Training required for a successful mission begins with the Principal Investigator (P1)/Payload 
Element Developer (PED) team identifying the training objectives for each task of the experiment. 
This section shall identify and describe training objectives, trainees, and instructors necessary for 
experiment operation. This section shall also identify the hardware and software trainers required 
to support flight-like training. 
There are three categories of personnel who will require training to support the mission. 




Table 2.11-1 identifies the major training objectives, the trainees, and the organizations 
responsible for developing and conducting required mission payload training. The Furnace 
Module-i PED. may develop and conduct the training or identify training to be provided by the 
•	 Core facility PED and/or POIC training function. 
The PINED team and the Payload Increment Manager (PIM) shall jointly define the training 
objectives for training at NASA facilities and for integrated training with other mission 
experiments. 
The PIM shall define the increment-independent training objectives for the POIC cadre and 
will define the increment-independent training objectives for the crew and PJJPED team for training 
conducted at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). 
The PINED and PIM shall provide information detailing training objectives for each 
operational task. The requirements for a trainer and its fidelity shall also be specified. MSFC 
POIC will develop increment training requirements based on inputs from each payload flown on a 
specific increment. 
2.11.1 PL'PED-DEFINED TRAINING 
The Furnace Module-1 (FM-1) PI/PED shall define the training objectives necessary for the 
crew to understand the required science to operate the furnace module to obtain science data. The 
FM-i PI/PED shall also define training objectives required for the POIC cadre and the PIM support 
of experiment operations. The FM-i PI/PED will specify the training equipment such as flight-like 
hardware or trainers required to support the training objectives. Table 2.11-2 will identify the 
is	
equipment to be supplied by the PI/PED and the equipment requested to be furnished by the SSFP. 
2.11-i
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S TABLE 2.11-1. TRAINING PARTICIPATION 
Training Objectives Trainee Instructor 
PI/PED defined 
Science Background/ Crew Cadre SSFF PI/PED 
Experiment Objectives 
FM-1 Systems Crew Cadre FM-1 PED 
Familiarization 
FM-1 Operations Crew Cadre FM-1 PED 
PIM and PI/PED Jointly Defined 
Experiment Proficiency Crew Cadre* PI/PED, PTC 
Training 
Integrated Training Crew Cadre* PI/PED, PTC 
Simulations Crew Cadre PI/PED, PTC 
PIM Defined 
Increment Independent Crew Cadre POIC 
POIC Facility Training Cadre PI/PED, POIC
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The PI/PED shall supply objectives for training in the following areas. Other areas may also be 
included. 
• Science Background and Experiment Objectives - Basis and significance of experiment, 
relationship to precursor experiments, specific objectives of experiment 
• Experiment Systems Familiarization (hardware and software) - Hardware and software 
elements [both on-orbit and ground support equipment (GSE)] that constitute the 
experiment system. 
• Experiment Operations (nominal, malfunction, in-flight maintenance) - Hands-on training 
using breadboards, simulators, or flight hardware/software. 
The knowledge and skill level for each operational task shall be identified. Tables 2.11-3 and 
2.11-4 provide a means of coding the level of proficiency to which the student should be trained in 
order to accomplish the task. The information will also be used in developing course materials and 
training equipment. 
2.11.2 PIM AND PI/PED JOINTLY DEFINED TRAINING 
The PIM and the PINED team will jointly define the following training objectives: 
• Experiment Proficiency Training - Repetitive exercise of specific experiment operations to 
develop and maintain operational skills at a flight readiness level. 
• Integrated Training - Repetitive exercise of selected portions of the integrated timeline 
conducted within a simulated mission operations environment and with onboard crew 
operations as its focus. 
• Simulations - Exercise of major portions of the integrated timeline conducted at the 
highest level of fidelity. Includes all payload elements and may include element of the 
SSF operations. Exercise crew, POIC cadre, PI/PED team, and SSF operations teams in 
nominal and contingency operations with emphasis on developing specific skills, 
strategies, and interactions. 
Table 2.11-2 shall be completed using inputs provided by the PIM and PI/PED team. This 
information is normally obtained from the Increment Training Assessment Team (TAT). The TAT 
is composed of representatives from POIC, PIM, and PINED team who gather, review, and 
assess mission training needs. The TAT reviews mission documentation and obtains experiment 
operations and interface requirements for the PIs and from design reviews. It reviews available 
training equipment and assess the need for development of trainers by the PINED team or NASA 
to accomplish training objectives. 
Experiment/PTCIPOJC operational training interface needs such as data flow, power and 




TABLE 2.11-3. KNOWLEDGE LEVELS 
CODE TRAINEE WILL BE ABLE TO: 
a Recall nomenclature, simple facts, or simple procedures involved in the task or 
operation. 
b Determine step-by-step procedures for sets of tasks or operations or for 
accomplishing important decisions. 
c Explain why and when each task or operation must be done. 
d Predict, identify, and solve problems related to the task or operation. 
TABLE 2.11-4. SKILL PROFICIENCY LEVELS 
CODE TRAINEE WILL BE ABLE TO: 
1 Accomplish most task activities only by being told or shown how. 
2 Accomplish most of the behaviors in task or activity, but not necessarily to 
desired levels of speed or accuracy. 
3 Accomplish behaviors in a task or activity at minimum acceptable levels of speed 
or accuracy. 
4 Accomplish all behaviors in an activity at highest levels of speed or accuracy and 




Note: This is not a design requirement, but an instrument to document training objectives 
that present an early need for training equipment and interfaces with the training facility. 
The PIM will define the following training objectives: 
• Increment-Independent Training - Includes training on SSF and payload support systems 
and subsystems that remain relatively constant from increment to increment. Examples 
are Data Management System (DMS), SSF overview, SSF Caution and Warning 
System, etc. 
• POIC Facility Training - Classroom and hands-on opportunities for training on specific 
POIC facilities such as Operations Management Information System (OMIS), 
communications protocols, and generic POIC procedures. 
2.11.3.1 Increment-Independent Training -_Crew 
The increment-independent training for the crew on SSF systems and procedures shall be 
defined by Johnson Space Center (JSC) in JSC training documents and shall be provided at 
JSClKennedy Space Center (KSC). 
Increment-independent training for the crew to support payload operations shall be defined 
by the NM and provided at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). 
The training objectives, trainee responsibility, and any required training equipment shall be 
listed in Table 2.11-2. 
2.11.3.2 Increment-Independent Training - PJJPED Team 
The increment-independent training required for the PIPED team to support the increment at 
MSFC is defined in this E/FRD. Trainee responsibility and required training equipment shall be 
listed in Table 2.11-2. 
2.11.3.3 Increment-Independent Training - POIC Cadre 
The increment-independent training required for the POIC cadre to support the increment is 
defined in the MSFC Increment-Independent Training Plan. 
2.11.4 TRAINING SIMULATION 
Experiment trainers will be developed by the PI/PED based upon analysis of training 
objectives, available training tools, existing trainers, and availability of training opportunities on 
flight hardware. 
The FM-i PINED shall participate in trainer development by identifying training needs in this 




Requirement Document (PTRD) and shall participate in Payload Trainer design acceptance 
reviews. 
Training objectives that require a trainer to accomplish the training task shall be listed in this 
paragraph outlining the overall desired capabilities. 
Examples: 
Joystick Operation - Capable of interaction with control panel and trainer software. 
Scene Generation - Capable of tracking any predefined target. 
2.11.5 TRAINING PARTICIPATION 
The PI/PED shall participate as instructor or trainee in formal training programs as outlined in 
Tables 2.11-1, 2.11-2, 2.11-3 and 2.11-4. Schedules and detailed objectives will be developed 





0	 2.12. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION DATA REQUIREMENTS 
Tables 2.12-1, 2.12-2, and 2.12-3 define the environmental contamination requirements for 























































0	 TABLE 2.12-2. EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION SOURCES 
Does experiment/facility release (vent, purge) any material overboard on orbit? 
Yes 	 No  
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 
FOs of Occurrence ALL 
Frequency TBD 
Duration TBD 
Composition Argon, Nitrogen, Air 
Phase State Gas (solid, liquid, or gas) 
Quantity or Rate of Release 7 to 37 Ibm*
0	 * Maximum, assumes active pressure control for four samples and one manual sample exchange. 
2.12-3 
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TABLE 2.12-3. ON-ORBIT EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL SENSITIVITY 
To understand and satisfy the on-orbit external contamination limits required by this 
experiment, please answer the following questions: 
1. Is the equipment subject to corona? 	 Yes D	 No IXI 




	 No IX] 
If yes, then answer the following: 
- Is the concern for deposition from particles, film/molecular, or both? 
- What is the FOV for receiving deposition from return flux? 
- What is the surface temperature of the sensitive element? 
- What are the limits of deposition in terms of experiment effects 
(e.g., 10% degradation at 1400 A)? 
- List the FOs where deposition is a concern. 
- Is a controllable cover provided for non-data-collecting periods? 
3. Is the experiment affected by induced contamination, such as water, CO2, 
etc., in the FOV of the sensor!
	 Yes 0
	 No IX] 
• If yes, then answer the following: 
- Is the concern for particles, molecular, or both? 
Breifly explain the allowable effects on the experiment; qualify the 
limits if possible (e.g., 10% modification of ambient environment 
composition; or 10% degradation of 1400 A waveband; or allowable 
molecules/cm2
 column density). 
- List the FOs where induced contamination is a concern.
[1 
. 
. 
2.12-4
